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The weight distribution and wheel loads of a forwarder

The factors affecting the weight distribution and wheel loads of a frame-steered
wheeled vehicle have been studied within the ECOWOOD project. As a first step the
weight distribution of a standing vehicle has been calculated. As a second step a
simplified simulation model has been designed, where the calculated values have been
compared with the wheel loads of a moving vehicle. Unfortunately both parts are still
uncompleted.

For the first part a Mathcad-calculation model has been designed. With it the
distribution of mass of a two-axle frame-steered wheeled or tracked vehicle in all its
positions have been calculated. It is possible to calculate the weight distribution when
the frame lock is closed or opened.

The parameters to be fed into the model are related to the vehicle, the load and to the
position of the vehicle. The vehicle parameters cover the mass of different machine
components, the location of the centre of gravity and other necessary measured data.
The calculation model designed for a forwarder is a combination of several machine
models and does not correspond to any existing model. The data on the load consists
of the load height and the average log length. Based on the vehicle parameters the
timber volume of the load as well as its centre of gravity can be calculated. On the
basis of the specific gravity of the timber, the load mass is determined. Variables
describing the vehicle position are the turning angle of the frame, the gradient of the
slope, the bearing of the front part towards the slope and the eventual position of a
wheel diverting from the otherwise defined plane (on an obstacle or in a pit). The
variables describing the position of the crane are its direction and distance from the
loading area and the mass of the load to be lifted. Alternatively, the calculation may
be done when the crane is in the transport position.

The calculation model defines the location of the wheels by xyz-co-ordinates. The
centre of gravity of the crane is calculated separately, and will be included in the
calculation procedure of the centre of gravity of the rear part of the vehicle, together
with the eventual load data. If the frame lock is closed, a common centre of gravity
for the entire vehicle will be calculated. In which case the vehicle is regarded as one
piece, which has four supporting points. This assumption may lead to an endless
number of solutions and the use of a dummy variable is needed to help in finding a
solution. If the frame lock is opened, the centre of gravity is calculated separately for
the front and rear part. In doing so, it is possible to determine the balance equations
based on the supporting forces of the wheels. Using the group of equations it is
possible to solve the supporting forces of all wheels.

The simulation model is used to determine the wheel loads of a moving vehicle.
Before this, the results from the calculation model and the simulation with
corresponding parameters will be compared. Reasons for any deviation will be
checked and corrected. Not until then will the effect of obstacles on wheel loads with
varying driving speeds be calculated.



The formula used in the calculation will be written in the report. The factors affecting
the vehicle movement will be given also. Some drawings will illustrate the
relationships. The results are given mainly in figures. The author’s conclusions and
discussion of the results are included at the end of the report. The report will be
published, both as a paper and as a pdf-file for easy distribution.

The calculation model can be provided for others to use, although originally it was not
intended for public use. Unfortunately it is not very user-friendly. The simulation
model, once it is ready, is also freely available for anybody.


